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Dear Representative Cox and members of the Labor and lndustry Committee:

Please - please, please - support House Bill262, "The Right to Refuse Act."

I could "copy-paste" a number of valid concerns, but I will not give you any more words to read

than those that follow - the concerns that frighten me as a relatively healthy person who wishes to
stay healthy and as a citizen of this country.

1. All vaccines carry a risk of injury or death. The National Vaccine lnjury Compensation Program
has paid out 4.5 billion dollars in damages since its creation in 1986.

2. But...those suffering damages due to one of the COVID 19 vaccines can only apply for relief from

the "CounterMeasures lnjury Compensation Program," which since it is not funded with the resources
of those behind the NVICP (tax payer money) offers very little compensation to the 8% of those who

apply for a nd then receive compensation.

3. As of 2t12t21, there have already been 15.923 C_OVID-19 Vaccine adverse events and 9?9

M reported to the Vagcine Adverse Evgnts Beportins System. Some short-

term and all long-term risks of new COVID-19 vaccines are still unknown.

4. H8262 needs to be passed to prevent employees from losing their employment or being

discriminated against for refusing to take a vaccine. People shouldn't be backed into a corner to have

to choose between providing for their family and taking a vaccine. I work in a public school and this is

a concern to me.

5. As you are no doubt aware, young people are far less likely to become sick because of COVID -
for reasons still not entirely clear - perhaps due to immature ACE2 receptors on cells - receptors
which allow the COVID 19 virus to "dock" at the cellular level. ln school situations, adults working
there who wish to take appropriate precautions will not be endangering the young people they serve.

6. These vaccines - produced by Moderna and by Pfizer in this country - have not received final FDA
approval, but only emergency use authorization which is allowed only as long as a public health
emergency exists. During such times those who receive the vaccine are part of a control group for
this vaccine which was fast tracked and which uses messenger RNA technology to deliver the
vaccine - a gene technology never before used in a vaccine. The goal of all involved may be altruistic,
but the risks to the millions in the control group receiving the vaccine are unknown - since such a
technology has never before been used. The possible costs to the society - financial and othenryise -

are not known.
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7. Finally, one group reported on by a television news report were those employed at a hospital.

Roughly one third of those employed had declared they would not receive the vaccine. Rather than

attach i tabet like, "Vaccine hesitant," to such people to place them in the category of eccentric or

unsound and be done with considering them, perhaps it would be wiser to take time to thoughtfully
examine concerns. From the information I mentioned above and from other reading, the concerns

are real.

I wish to have control over my own body and my own health. This most recent threat to my own, "life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," through legal, executive, and judicial overreach is frightening.

Thank you for your time and concern,

Sally Lain Roe
Bradford County
qallylroe@gmail.com
607-742-5947
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